ABSTRACT The sequencing of genomes of several organisms and advances in high throughput technologies for transcriptome and proteome analysis has allowed detailed mechanistic studies of transcription and translation using mathematical frameworks that allow integration of both sequence-specific and kinetic properties of these fundamental cellular processes. To understand how perturbations in mRNA levels affect the synthesis of individual proteins within a large protein synthesis network, we consider here a genome-scale codon-wide model of the translation machinery with explicit description of the processes of initiation, elongation, and termination. The mechanistic codon-wide description of the translation process and the large number of mRNAs competing for resources, such as ribosomes, requires the use of novel efficient algorithmic approaches. We have developed such an efficient algorithmic framework for genome-scale models of protein synthesis. The mathematical and computational framework was applied to the analysis of the sensitivity of a translation network to perturbation in the rate constants and in the mRNA levels in the system. Our studies suggest that the highest specific protein synthesis rate (protein synthesis rate per mRNA molecule) is achieved when translation is elongation-limited. We find that the mRNA species with the highest number of actively translating ribosomes exerts maximum control on the synthesis of every protein, and the response of protein synthesis rates to mRNA expression variation is a function of the strength of initiation of translation at different mRNA species. Such quantitative understanding of the sensitivity of protein synthesis to the variation of mRNA expression can provide insights into cellular robustness mechanisms and guide the design of protein production systems.
INTRODUCTION
Translation is a central cellular process in every living organism. It is a complex template biopolymerization process in which the information encoded in the mRNA sequence is translated into the corresponding protein using ribosomes as catalysts. Protein synthesis comprises three steps: 1), initiation; 2), elongation; and 3), termination ( Fig. 1) . Initiation involves the series of reactions during which the ribosome binds reversibly at the ribosomal binding site on the mRNA and forms the initiation complex around the start codon assisted by GTP hydrolysis. Elongation consists of a cycle of reactions in which a charged tRNA is recruited by the ribosome in a codon-specific manner, the corresponding amino acid is added to the growing polypeptide chain, and the ribosome translocates on the mRNA template one codon at a time. This process is also assisted by GTP hydrolysis and elongation factors which act as cofactors for the different steps of the elongation cycle. Termination involves the recognition of the termination codon by the ribosome assisted by the termination factors and subsequent hydrolysis of the peptidyl tRNA. The completed peptide chain and the ribosome are finally released and the ribosomes can reinitiate translation. In the time between the initiation of the synthesis and the complete formation of single protein molecule, multiple initiation events can take place if the previous ribosome has moved sufficiently far away from the initiation site. This results in the loading of each mRNA molecule with more than one ribosome actively synthesizing proteins. These mRNA-ribosome structures are called polysomes (or polyribosomes), and they have been visually observed (1) .
In recent years, there have been significant advances in high-throughput technologies to monitor the various components of the mRNA and protein synthesis machineries. DNA microarrays (2) (3) (4) allow the estimation of the copynumber for every mRNA species within a single cell and the fold changes in expression between two different physiological conditions. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis in concert with tandem mass spectrometry enables simultaneous measurement of specific protein levels for thousands of proteins in the cell (5, 6) . Other high-throughput techniques allow monitoring of polysomes, i.e., the amount of ribosomes that actively translate individual proteins from their corresponding mRNAs (7, 8) and the monitoring of levels of all the tRNAs in a cell (9) . Most of the studies on the mRNA or protein expression patterns within a cell are perturbation studies: they investigate the relative (fold) changes in the levels of mRNA or protein in response to environmental changes, such as temperature shock and amino acid starvation (10) , and genetic modifications, such as gene deletions. Recent experiments on the relative changes in mRNA and protein expression in the galactose utilization pathway in yeast (11) , genetic and environmental perturbations in Escherichia coli (12) , and other absolute measurements of mRNA and protein levels in human liver cells (13) and yeast (14) all demonstrate a lack of correspondence between expression of mRNA and the expression of the corresponding proteins.
The complexity and the large size of the translation machinery make mathematical modeling and simulation an attractive framework to aid in understanding the design principles and functional properties of this system. We have recently developed a genome-wide model for the translation machinery in E. coli (15) that provides mapping between changes in mRNA levels and changes in protein levels in response to environmental or genetic perturbations. We identified the key parameters that affect this mapping as 1. Changes in the concentration of free and total ribosomes in response to the perturbation. 2. Changes in initiation and elongation kinetics due to competition for aminoacyl tRNAs. 3. Changes in termination kinetics. 4. Average changes in total mRNA levels in response to the perturbation. 5. Changes in protein stability.
Based on these studies, we concluded that the presence of polysomes and the kinetics of the elongation process necessitate consideration of codon-dependent elongation and codon usage in experimental and theoretical studies. Such considerations will require developments in high-throughput analytical techniques and mathematical modeling and computational frameworks that take into account such codondependent variability.
In this study, we have used a mechanistic model for translation that takes into account such codon-dependent variability (16) (17) (18) . The model, presented in detail in Methods, describes the processes of initiation and termination, and the elongation process for every single codon in every mRNA species in the system as individual steps. The variables of the model are the states of each codon on the mRNAs: being occupied by a ribosome or being free. This formulation introduces a large number of parameters and variables. For example, in a small-genome organism with 1000 proteincoding genes of an average protein size of 40 kDa, i.e., an average of 400 codons per mRNA species, the corresponding genome-wide, codon-dependent model of protein synthesis will involve 400,000 coupled nonlinear equations, each of them representing the dynamics of the state of each codon. The large size of translation networks, along with the strong nonlinearities in the kinetics of the various steps, present a significant computational challenge in solving for the dynamics and the steady state of the system. We have developed a computational framework for efficiently deriving the steady-state solution of the problem, and we used it to study the impact of over-and underexpression of mRNAs on system responses, and to identify the system parameters and conditions that underlie these responses.
METHODS

Mathematical model
The mechanistic model for the translation we consider is based on the lattice model first proposed by MacDonald and Gibbs (17, 18) and later extended by Heinrich and Rapoport (16) . We have further extended these models to include an additional mechanistic detail of the initiation step: the reversible binding of the ribosome around the Shine-Dalgarno sequence, an mRNA sequence upstream of the start codon which is complementary to a ribosomal RNA and thus allows for recognition and reversible binding of the ribosome. The Shine-Dalgarno sequence is different among different mRNA species, and therefore, the binding affinity of ribosome to mRNA is different among the mRNA species. This is one of the mechanistic origins of the different initiation rates in protein synthesis.
In this mathematical formulation, ribosomes are assumed to be hard bodies that can occupy L codons. They bind first at the ribosomal binding site and occupy L sites around the start codon, and they move independently along the mRNA chain. The mathematical model considers the mass balance of the codons occupied by the front of a ribosome, M l x l , where x l is the vector of probabilities of each codon on mRNA species l being occupied by the front of a ribosome, and M l is the number of copies of the l th mRNA species. For each mRNA species l with length n l codons, the model consists of (n l 1 1) differential equations of the form l I is the rate of initiation, V l jÿ1 and V l j are the rates of ribosome movement from codon jÿ1 to j and from j to j11, respectively, and V l nl 11 is the rate of termination of translation for the l th mRNA species. These equations assume no cellular growth and they do not account for the dilution due to growth. The one additional variable (with subscript l) in the model corresponds to the ribosomal binding site for each mRNA. The initiation rate is described by the equation
where k l If is the rate constant for initiation complex formation for mRNA l, R f is the number of free ribosomes, W l I is the probability that the initiation site is free,
FIGURE 1 Schematic of the translational machinery. Translation comprises three key steps: initiation, elongation, and termination. The value n is the length of the mRNA template; g and b are the scaled initiation and termination rate constants, respectively; l is the ribosomal binding affinity; and L is the number of codons occupied by a ribosome.
and k l Ir is the initiation complex dissociation rate constant. The number of free ribosomes, R f , is a function of the total number of ribosomes, R T , the number of copies of each mRNA species, and the occupancy probabilities for each codon on every mRNA,
where
s is the total number of ribosomes bound on the l th mRNA species. This formulation for the initiation process that allows explicit description of the reversible binding has not been used in the earlier models.
The rates of movement of ribosomes during the elongation steps are described by the equations
where k l E;j is the elongation constant for codon j on mRNA species l and W l j11 denotes the conditional probability that codon j11 is free given that codon j is occupied and is formulated as (17, 18) ,
The steady-state rate of protein synthesis is equal to the rate of termination,
where k l T is the termination rate constant. Equations 1-9 describe the rates of the key steps of translation for a particular mRNA species. The differences in the performance among the different mRNA species arise from the differences in their sequences, which in turn determine the kinetic parameters of the various steps and the size of the mRNA molecules. For example, differences in complementarity between the Shine-Dalgarno sequence and the 16S ribosomal RNA subunit among different mRNAs can lead to different initiation rate constants (19, 20) . Similarly, different codons have different elongation rate constants. These differences in the kinetic parameters and the length lead to varying polysome size and positional ribosome distributions on the mRNAs in the cell.
To minimize the complexity of the mathematical analysis in the following studies, we assumed that the elongation rate constants for each codon of the l th mRNA species are equal to a characteristic rate constant, k l E . However, the algorithmic framework, discussed below, is fully adaptable to different elongation rate constants for different codons. The above equations can be scaled taking the elongation rate constant as the characteristic scaling factor for the rate constants of each mRNA species. The scaled parameters and variables are defined as Scaled initiation rate constant:
Scaled termination rate constant:
Ribosome affinity:
Fraction of free ribosomes:
The scaled initiation rate constant denotes the ratio of the maximum forward initiation rate to the maximum elongation rate and the scaled termination rate constant denotes the ratio of the maximum termination rate to the maximum elongation rate. The scaled rates of initiation, elongation, and termination for the l th mRNA species are
The rate of translation of a single mRNA species depends on the kinetic parameters of initiation, elongation, and termination, the availability of free ribosomal binding sites, and the availability of free ribosomes. The rates of initiation and elongation also depend on the supply of charged (aminoacylated) tRNAs. These functional relationships can be represented as
where v l Translation represents any of the rate expressions in Eqs. 15, 17, and 18. Under the assumption that the tRNA concentrations are not limiting, all parameters and variables affecting the initiation rate at a particular mRNA species, except the fraction of free ribosomes, are specific to that particular mRNA. The fraction of free ribosomes is a quantity shared between all mRNA species (Eq. 16) and therefore changes in free ribosomes can impact protein synthesis from every mRNA in a cell.
Algorithm description and framework
We have developed a bilevel nonlinear programming approach for the steady-state solution of Eqs. 1-3, which provides a quantitative mapping between mRNA and protein expression levels. The formulation of the problem as a bilevel programming problem allows the time of the problem solution to scale linearly with the number of mRNA species. The proposed formulation involves p polynomial-time problems of size q, where p is the number of mRNA species and q is the average size (number of codons) of the mRNA species. The equivalent single nonlinear programming problem would be a polynomial time problem of size (p 3 q). The algorithmic framework (for all mRNA species) is based on the observation that in the current formulation, the variable that couples the components of the system, i.e., each mRNA species with the rest of the mRNA species, is the fraction of free ribosomes, r (Eq. 16). The first level, outer problem, thus involves the estimation of the fraction of free ribosomes in the cell at steady state. The second level, inner problems, involve the estimation of the distribution of ribosomes on each mRNA at steady-state, given the fraction of free ribosomes determined in the outer problem. Analysis of the model has shown that the functional dependence between the total number of ribosomes and the number of free ribosomes is monotonic. Since the total number of ribosomes in the cell is an input parameter to the problem, we could use the conservation relationship (Eq. 16) to formulate the outer problem as follows:
subject to
The objective function for the outer problem (Eq. 20, see Fig. 2 ) is convex; hence, we employ a bisection subroutine to estimate the number of free ribosomes.
At steady state in protein synthesis, the scaled rates of initiation, elongation, and termination, as described by Eqs. 14-18, are equal ðv
Þ. So, the inner problem involves solving a set of coupled nonlinear algebraic equations for each mRNA. The following equations describe the formulation of the inner problem:
The following equality and inequality constraints have been formulated for every inner problem:
1. Linear equality constraints: One linear equality constraint (Eq. 23) guarantees that the rate of initiation of translation at steady state is equal to the rate of protein synthesis, i.e., rate of termination. A set of linear equality constraints (Eq. 25) ensure that the rate of ribosome movement through the last L codons at steady state is equal to the steady-state rate of protein synthesis. 2. Nonlinear equality constraints: A set of nonlinear equality constraints (Eq. 24) enforces the rates of ribosome movement through the ribosomal binding site and the first n l ÿ L codons to be equal to the rate of protein synthesis. 3. Linear inequality constraints: The set of linear inequality constraints (Eq. 26) ensure that no L-codon window on an mRNA template is occupied by more than one ribosome (volume exclusion). 4. Boundary constraints: The boundary constraints (Eq. 27) ensure that value of the variable x j (probability that a codon is occupied by the front of a ribosome) is bounded between 0 and 1.
We used a nonlinear programming software, KNITRO, for solving the inner problems as described by Eqs. 22-27. KNITRO implements both state-ofthe-art interior-point and active-set methods for solving nonlinear optimization problems (21) (22) (23) . More details about the software can be found in the KNITRO 4.0 reference manual (24) . Our bilevel algorithmic procedure consists of the following steps (see Fig. 3 ):
Step 1: We assume that the fraction of free ribosomes in the system is 0.5.
Step 2: The number of free ribosomes in the system uniquely determines the number of bound ribosomes on each mRNA, and the steady-state distribution of ribosomes on each mRNA species is then determined based on the formulation of the inner problem as discussed above (Eqs. 22-27).
Step 3: The objective function for the outer problem (Eq. 20) is evaluated and the sign of the error ½1 ÿ ðr1
Step 4: If the value of the objective function is greater than our chosen tolerance, a new value of fraction of free ribosomes is calculated based on the sign of the error. A negative sign of error indicates that the current guess for fraction of free ribosomes is greater than the optimal value, hence the interval between 0 and the current value of free ribosomes is bisected to estimate the new guess for free ribosomes. A positive sign on the other hand indicates underprediction of the fraction of free ribosome hence a new value for free ribosomes is chosen by bisecting the interval between the current guess for free ribosomes and 1.
Step 5: If the value of the outer objective is less than the chosen tolerance, the procedure is stopped and the current fraction of free ribosomes and the distribution of ribosomes on the mRNA species gives the steady-state solution to the system described by Eqs. 20-27.
Definition and characterization of the system
We considered a model organism that consists of 400 mRNA species expressing proteins. The mRNAs were assigned lengths randomly based on the mRNA length distribution of the E. coli genome, and they were also randomly assigned copy numbers between 2 and 5 such that the total number of mRNA copies is ;1400 and the total number of ribosomes in the system is ;14,000 (25) . In the most general case, these values could be estimated from genome-scale mRNA expression measurements using DNA microarrays (2-4). 
Genome-Wide Modeling of Translation
Most of the currently used models describe rate of protein synthesis, V s,p , using a single expression of the form
where R f is the concentration of free ribosomes and M is the concentration of the free ribosomal binding sites. Expressions like Eq. 28 implicitly assume that initiation is the rate-limiting step, since they consider protein synthesis as a function of the free ribosome and the ribosomal binding site alone, thereby ignoring the elongation and termination steps and the states of the codons of the mRNA species. In the mathematical formalism discussed above, the rate-limiting step of protein synthesis is determined by the initiation, elongation, and termination rate constants, as well as the total number of ribosomes in the system. To quantify the rate-limiting step, the sensitivity of protein synthesis rate to the scaled initiation rate constant, ribosome affinity and scaled termination rate constants, can be calculated based on the definitions (16, 26) ,
where V l is the rate of protein synthesis from the l th mRNA species, and C are the sensitivity coefficients to scaled initiation rate constant, ribosome affinity, and scaled termination rate constant, respectively, also known as control coefficients within the metabolic control analysis (MCA) framework (26, 27) . The value C Vl k denotes the percentage change in the rate of protein synthesis from l th mRNA species for 1% change in a particular rate constant k. The sensitivity of protein synthesis rate to initiation, elongation, and termination rate constants can be calculated from Eq. 29 and using the summation theorem (26) as
where the subscript k l I is the net control coefficient of protein synthesis from the l th mRNA species with respect to both the rate constants of initiation complex formation and dissociation.
For our computational studies, the kinetic parameters were chosen such that most mRNAs follow initiation-limited kinetics based on the experimental evidence that most control in translation is at the initiation process (8, 28) . We performed analysis on single mRNA species of variable lengths to identify the parameter space of initiation and termination rate constants that can lead to initiation-limited protein synthesis conditions (results presented below), using Eqs. 29-32. This analysis, in addition to theoretical considerations of mean-field lattice models for protein synthesis (18) , allowed us to identify the parameter regimes in our large-scale studies that would guarantee initiation limited conditions. The scaled initiation rate constants, ðg l ¼ k l If R T =k l E Þ, were thus randomly assigned to mRNA species to vary between 0.005 and 0.256. These parameters also represent a wide range of translation efficiencies for the various mRNA species. For some of the larger values of the scaled initiation rate constants, elongation can become as important as initiation in determining the protein synthesis rate. Based on similar considerations as above, the scaled termination rate constants, ðb l ¼ k 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We derived the steady state of the system as described above and found the fraction of free ribosomes to be ;30%, which is very close to the experimentally observed free ribosome fraction of 20% (25) . We next investigated the control distribution between the rate constants and the effects of changes in the concentration of mRNA species on the protein synthesis rate of the individual species, as well as of the overall system.
Control distribution and specific protein synthesis rate
To quantitatively characterize the rate-limiting steps of the individual mRNA species, we estimated the sensitivities of protein synthesis rates from mRNAs to their respective rate constants allowing the levels of the free ribosomes to also change in response to changes in the corresponding rate constants (Eq. 29). In Fig. 4 , the distribution of the sensitivities of protein synthesis rates of all mRNAs with respect to their initiation, elongation and termination rate constants are shown. The sensitivities of the protein synthesis rates with respect to initiation and elongation rate constants are found to be three orders-of-magnitude higher than the sensitivities with respect to termination rate constants. In these studies, the elongation rate constants are assumed equal for each codon on an mRNA, and therefore, the sensitivities to elongation rate constants of each codon are distributed among the codons without any one of them individually having significant impact on the protein synthesis rate. However, in a more realistic situation, individual codons or sets of codons can exert significant control on the protein synthesis rate. Ninetyfive percent of the mRNA species we considered were initiation-limited, whereas the remaining 5% were elongation-limited. Previous experimental studies have established a link between the mRNA association with ribosomes and the behavior of the cellular translation machinery (8) . To quantify the effect of ribosome density of the mRNA on its translational behavior, we studied the specific rate of protein synthesis from each mRNA species as a function of the ribosome density, r l ¼ ðPolysomeÞ l L=n l . We found that there exists a critical value of r l of 0.46, beyond which the mRNA species are always limited by their elongation rate (Fig. 5 a) . This critical value of r l , which marks the transition from initiation to elongation-limited regime, holds for every mRNA irrespective of its length. Interestingly, the specific protein synthesis rates, i.e., protein synthesis rate per mRNA molecule, from elongation-limited mRNA species, are higher than the initiation-limited mRNA species (Fig. 5 b) . This suggests that elongation can play an important control in the efficiency of protein synthesis.
Effect of over-and underexpression of groups of mRNA species on global and local system response We studied next the effect of changes in mRNA expression patterns on the protein synthesis rate from each mRNA and on the number of bound ribosomes on each mRNA. These properties can be thought of as local system properties because they are specific to each mRNA. To better understand the system level responses of the translation network, we studied the changes in fraction of free ribosomes and the changes in the rate of total protein synthesis from all mRNAs in response to changes in mRNA expression. These properties can be thought of as global system properties.
A genetic or environmental perturbation to the cellular environment can lead to over-and/or underexpression of groups of mRNA species within the cell. Extensive experimental studies on the environmental stress response (10) have identified sets of genes which are overexpressed in response to environmental stress, and sets of genes that are simultaneously underexpressed. For example, sudden heat shock leads to concurrent induction of protein folding chaperones localized to the cytoplasm, mitochondria and ER, and repression of genes involved in growth-related processes, various aspects of RNA metabolism, nucleotide biosynthesis, secretion, and other metabolic processes (10, 29, 30) . Other experimental studies have also identified sets of mRNA species that are simultaneously over-and underexpressed in colon carcinomas (31) and prostate cancer (32) relative to the reference-healthy tissue cells.
To quantify the effect of changes in mRNA expression, we considered the model system at a reference physiological state as discussed above (see Methods) and applied to it two types of perturbations: 1) all the mRNA species with the lowest expression levels were overexpressed; and 2) all the mRNA species with highest expression levels were underexpressed, while keeping the kinetic parameters and the concentrations of the rest of the mRNA species at their reference values. Over-and underexpression involved increasing or decreasing the abundance of the mRNA species by fivefold from their reference values. We studied the effect of the perturbations on the global system response by estimating the relative change in the fraction of free ribosomes, Dr=r o , where r o is the fraction of free ribosomes at reference state and Dr is the change in the fraction of free ribosomes. To systematically quantify the local system responses, we studied how sensitive the rates of protein synthesis from individual mRNA species are to changes in the concentration of other groups of mRNA species by estimating the relative changes in the protein synthesis rates from each unperturbed mRNA species, ðV P;i ÿ V P;i;o Þ=V P;i;o , where V P,i,o and V P,i are the scaled rates of synthesis of protein i at a reference state and perturbed state, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the effect of changes in mRNA expression on the relative change in protein synthesis rate from all the mRNA species which were not perturbed. In response to an overexpression of the mRNA species with the lowest expression levels at the reference state (corresponding to a 55% increase in the total cellular mRNA levels), the fraction of free ribosomes in the system decreased by 33.3%, whereas the protein synthesis rates from the unperturbed mRNA species decreased by 18-33%. Similarly, underexpression of the mRNA species with the highest expression levels at the reference state (corresponding to a 27% decrease in total cellular mRNA levels) led to a 25.4% increase in the fraction of free ribosomes and a 12-25% increase in the synthesis of proteins from the unperturbed mRNA species.
These computational studies suggest that the protein synthesis rate from mRNA species, whose copy number FIGURE 5 The elongation-limited mRNA species have higher protein synthesis rates than the initiation-limited mRNA species. (a) Sensitivity of the protein synthesis rates from every mRNA species to their initiation (1), elongation (h), and termination (d) rate constants as a function of ribosome density, r (the fraction of the mRNA covered by ribosomes). (b) Specific scaled protein synthesis rates from every mRNA species as a function of ribosome density, r.
remains unchanged between two different conditions, can change significantly due to changes in the copy number of the rest of the mRNA species. The competition of the mRNA species for the ribosomes seems to have a significant impact on the responses of the overall system to changes on a part of the system as reflected by the changes in the fraction of free ribosomes. The sensitivity of the protein synthesis rates from individual mRNA species thus depends on both the changes in cellular conditions, i.e., free ribosomes, and the specific properties of different mRNA species such as the kinetic and/ or sequence properties. This complex interplay is investigated in the following sections.
Effect of changes in the concentration of individual mRNA species on global and local system response We studied next the effect of an increase or decrease in the number of individual mRNA species by one copy on the global system response by estimating the relative change in the fraction of free ribosomes, Dr=r o , as above (Fig. 7) . Most mRNA species (.80%) have a small impact (,0.1%) on the fraction of free ribosomes (Fig. 7, a and b) in the system. But a system perturbation involves increase or decrease of multiple copies for each mRNA species, and therefore the response of protein synthesis to changes in a single mRNA species could be several times higher. Under such conditions, the much higher changes in the concentration of an mRNA species will have a significant impact on system behavior.
It has been experimentally observed that protein synthesis in E. coli is limited by the concentration of free ribosomes (33) , and thus it is a key determinant of the response of the translational machinery to a perturbation. Further analysis of the above results suggests that the relative changes in the fraction of free ribosomes to changes in the concentration of mRNA species is a linear function of the number of ribosomes bound to that mRNA species (polysome) (Fig. 7 c) . Therefore, the mRNA species with the highest polysome size has maximum impact on the global system response.
To systematically quantify the local system responses, we studied how sensitive the rates of protein synthesis from individual mRNA species are to changes in the concentration of the other individual mRNA species. We increased and decreased by one copy each mRNA species and we ranked them from least to most influential, based on the magnitude of the relative changes in the protein synthesis rates from each of the rest of the mRNA species in response to these copy-number changes. We found that the identity of the most influential mRNA species was the same for all the other mRNA species in the system. Moreover, the influence ranking of each mRNA species was the same across the rest of the mRNA species. Based on conclusions from the previous studies, we hypothesized that the most influential mRNA species should have the highest polysome size. Fig. 8 shows the total relative change in the total protein synthesis rates from all unperturbed mRNA species,
as a function of the polysome size of the perturbed mRNA. We observed that the total relative change in protein synthesis rate from all unperturbed mRNA species is a linear function of the polysome size of the perturbed mRNA species, and that the mRNA species with the highest polysome size induces maximum systemwide change in the rate of protein synthesis, thus confirming our hypothesis.
These computational studies suggest that the systemic responses to mRNA expression variation are strong functions of the translation state (number of ribosomes bound) of the mRNA species and provide guidance toward identifying mRNA species that could potentially cause maximum systemwide changes in protein expression in response to a genetic or an environmental perturbation. Such studies thus allow the development of a ranking criterion for different mRNA species based on their effect on the cellular response. The modulation of the concentration of mRNA species with the higher number of bound ribosomes can also be potentially used as a strategy to control the production of heterologous proteins and assist in the interpretation of physiological responses in biotechnological and medical problems. Our results thus have implications in the design of protein production systems, wherein quantitative knowledge of global system response to changes in the cellular environment can be used to optimize a cellular system toward the production of a protein of interest, and they further suggest a new potential mechanism of a systemic translational regulation. Effect of the parameters of the individual mRNA species on system behavior The rate of protein synthesis from different mRNA species is a function of the sequence specific properties (such as mRNA length), the kinetic properties of translation (rate constants of initiation, elongation and termination) of individual mRNA species, and the number of free ribosomes in the cell available for initiating translation. The studies above have shown that the mRNA with the highest polysome size exerts maximum control over the rate of synthesis of proteins from different mRNA species. The strength of control, though, was observed to be different for different mRNA species, suggesting that the magnitude of this control might be related to one or more characteristic properties of each mRNA. An analysis of both the sequence-specific and kinetic parameters of the translation machinery showed that relative response of the rate of protein synthesis of each mRNA species, ðV P;i ÿ V P;i;o Þ= V P;i;o , to the mRNA with the highest polysome size, is a function of its initiation rate constant (Fig. 9 a) . The protein synthesis rates from mRNA species with the higher translation initiation rate constants are more robust to changes in concentration of different mRNA species. These mRNA species with high initiation rate constants can also recruit more ribosomes per codon and achieve higher ribosome densities (Fig. 9 c) at reference state, which corresponds to a higher polysome size. Further analysis of the local properties of each mRNA species showed that the mRNA species with the highest polysome size has the maximum impact on the translation state (number of ribosomes bound) of each mRNA and the magnitude of this control is also a function of the initiation rate constant of the particular mRNA (Fig. 9 b) . These computational studies thus allow quantification of the link between system response and the translation state and kinetic parameters of individual mRNA species.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The studies presented here suggest that local changes in the expression patterns of a small set of mRNA species can have a significant impact on both local protein expression patterns, as measured by the protein synthesis rate of individual mRNA species, and global system behavior, as measured by the fraction of free ribosomes. The consideration of protein synthesis in the context of translation state of the mRNAs, i.e., polysome size, provides insights into quantifying and interpreting systemwide responses to perturbations in the mRNA expression levels. Polysomes introduce nonlinear effects that can have significant impact in the way we understand and interpret the relationship between mRNA and protein expression. The mRNA species with the greatest number of bound ribosomes exerts maximum control on the system response but at the same time, the mRNA species, which can recruit more ribosomes per unit length (per codon) due to their higher initiation efficiencies, are less sensitive to perturbations in mRNA concentrations.
These results suggest that protein synthesis does not follow the molecular democracy model suggested by Kacser and Burns (34) . According to this model, based on the analysis of metabolic reaction networks, the control, or the extent of the responses, of metabolic fluxes is distributed among the enzymes in the pathway irrespectively of the level of the fluxes. In protein synthesis, it appears that the mRNA species with kinetic parameters that support high protein synthesis rates have the maximum control over the protein synthesis rates from the rest of the mRNA species, while their protein synthesis rate is less sensitive to the changes in the level of mRNA species with a lower protein synthesis rate.
Previous experimental studies on relative changes in mRNA and protein levels in response to an environmental and/or genetic perturbation (11, 12) have shown a nonlinear, not one-to-one, relation between mRNA and protein expression. Our studies predict a monotonic response of protein expression to changes in mRNA expression when the mRNAs in the cell compete for ribosomes and the tRNAs are abundant. However, we found that the experimentally observed nonlinear mapping between mRNA and protein expression is only possible when there is systemwide competition for the tRNAs, in addition to the competition for the ribosomes, and our analysis can be expanded to take into account the consideration of tRNA limitation.
Although some of the conclusions drawn from our studies might be as expected to those experienced with protein synthesis, the proposed computational framework provides a quantitative verification and allows the formulation of hypotheses for the origins of the observed phenomena that mental simulations alone cannot offer. The objective of the studies presented here were the study of the responses of protein synthesis to changes in the mRNA levels under a constant amount of ribosomes. These studies provide insights for further ongoing investigations of the steady-state responses to simultaneous changes in the mRNA expression levels, in the total amount of ribosomes, and in the values of any of the parameters of the system. The proposed model and solution algorithm can also be used to study the steady-state responses of protein synthesis to simultaneous changes in the mRNA expression levels, in the total amount of ribosomes, and in the values of any of the parameters of the system. However, the finding that elongation-limited mRNA species can sustain higher specific protein synthesis rates is not obvious, and it has not been suggested before. This finding suggests a more important role for protein elongation than has been considered previously.
The proposed modeling framework and the solution algorithm can be further used for the study of smaller cellular systems in the context of cellular environment. Modeling and analysis of cellular subsystems is often carried out without taking into account the fact that the mRNA species of the subsystem compete for catalytic resources and amino acids with the rest of the cellular processes. Using the methods presented here it will be possible to augment models of cellular subsystems with larger networks of background mRNA species and proteins, whose average properties will reflect the average properties of the overall system, and FIGURE 9 Relative changes in rate of protein synthesis from all mRNA species (a), and relative changes in the polysome size of each mRNA species (b), in response to a change in the concentration of the mRNA species with highest polysome size are a function of the scaled initiation rate constant, g. Relative changes are calculated by increasing (I, s) or decreasing (II, )) the number of the mRNA species with highest polysome size by one copy. The ribosome density of each mRNA species is an increasing function of its scaled initiation rate constant, g (c).
study the properties of the subsystems of interest in the context of a larger system. Exploiting the efficiency of the computational algorithm, we are currently performing exhaustive parametric studies to derive the rules and the scaling properties that govern the performance of single mRNA species within a large network of mRNA species. These rules and scaling properties will provide the criteria for evaluating the conclusions drawn from small-scale models of cellular subsystems that assume a constant background environment and identify the properties that are most sensitive to this assumption.
With the current advances in high-throughput technologies in genomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics, mathematical modeling frameworks will provide the tools for the integration and analysis of the large amounts of data from such sources. Algorithmic frameworks like the one presented here will allow the estimation of the various parameters of the translation machinery from transcriptomic and proteomic data and will provide insights into mechanisms of translational regulation and optimal design of artificial protein production systems. Our studies on the identification of these parameters suggest that two levels of information are needed for parameter identification: 1), translation state (polysome size); and 2), mRNA copy numbers. High throughput methods for obtaining such information have been recently developed (8, 35) and the proposed framework can used for genome scale determination of the kinetic parameters based on this information.
